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Abstrnct
This paper present.s t.he framework for a solid-freeform-fabrication syst.em based on thermal spray
shape deposition t.o build mult.i-mat.erial st.ruct.ures by incremen tal build-up of t.hin cross-sect.ional layers.
The basis of theMD* System (recursively, Mask and Deposit.) is to spray each layer using disposable
masks to shape each layer. A thermal spray approach has the potential to build dense parts with
desirable mechanical properties. Metal. ceramic, plastic, laminate, and composite structures can be
deposited. Since l11asking enables selective deposition wit.hin a layer, complet.e assemblies composed of
different mat.erials can be creat.ed in a single process. For example, int.egrated electronic/mechanical
structures are feasible.
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Background

Shape deposition processes, also known as solid fI'eefoI'm fabrication, build parts by incremental material build-up of thin 2-1/2 dimensional layers. A broad class of these processes. build with planar crosssections, and the growing structure is supported by solid, complementary shaped, sacrificial layers. The
cross-sectional descriptions are generated by "slicing" three dimensional computer representations[l] into
"slices" which may vary in thickness. Several alternative deposition materials and deposition processes are
available for building the object, including selective laser sintering[2], three-dimensional printing[3], layered
object manufacturing[4]' Cubital's "Solider"[5]l, and ballistic particle manufacturing[6, 7]. A principle advantage of the layered deposition approaches versus conventional CNC machining is the ea.ge and speed which
one can go from design to part fabricat.ion without t.he need of part. specific tooling or fixturing, and with
minimal human intervention. The planning and execution effort for shape deposition is essentially independent of part complexity. Shape deposition technologies, however, cannot currently achieve the ultimate
precision of CNC machining.
The material properties produced with shape deposition have also been limited, including both the range
of materials which can be deposited and the resulting material densities. A shaping deposition process based
on thermal spray deposition technologies (i.e., plasma, electric are, or combustion) would have the potential
to achieve superior material properties. Thermal spraying is well-established for surface coating and for some
near-net shape applications. It can produce dense coatings with desirable mechanical properties associated
with the fine grain structure produced by rapid solidification of atomized molten particle beams. For example,
with low-pressure plasma spraying, some metals can be deposited with 99.9% density, with metallurgical
bond-strength, and with 50 to 100% greater tensile st.rength that of wrought materia.ls 2 . Thermal spraying
has similarities to 3-D Systems St.ereolit.hogra,phy in that. bot.h are based upon photopolymerization processes.
Stereolithography, however, requires explicit. support. structure design.
2 Personal

communication wit.h Douglas Harris, APS Materials, Dayton, Ohio.
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is also suitable for makingcompositeandJaminated coatings composed of metals, ceramics, and plastics.
Thermal spraying hasheen applied in near net shapea~plicationsbyspraying onto pre-formed patterns,
or substrates, to •. create2-1/2.dim~nsional shells. .These shells call he used to make custom tooling [1]
or high-performance nozzles for example. Itris . conceivabletousethermal. spraying in an shape deposition
process (i.e., without a pre..rol'1nedpattern) by using a well..defined narrow-heamspray with a well-controlled
deposition rate, to scan and to • build each I aye I' to the desired thickness. Such beam definition and spray
control, however, aredifflcult to achieve with conventional spray technology. One goal of the ballistic particle
manufacturing process[6,'7]is to develop "ink-jet" technologies for this purpose,however the current system
is limited to wax deposition. Alternatively, we have experimented with various aperture techniques to focus
arc-sprayed beams, but fOlmdthese to be lllHeliable (i.e., the>apert,ure quickly clogs) and inefficient (i.e.,
both scanning time and .111aterialwaste).
As an alternative approachtoinal'l'ow-heamdeposition, thispa.petpl·esents a maskingmethod •. to accurately
shape each layer. Since masking enables selective deposition within a Iaye I' , complete a.'3semblies composed
of different matel'ials can be created in a single process. For example, integrated electronic/mechanical
structures are feasible. This paper presents the framework for implementing this MD* (to recursively mask
and deposi t) System.

2

Masking

The basis for the MD*. approach is to spray each layer using a disposable mask which has the shape of
the current cross..section, ana.logous to using st,encils for paint..spraying applications. To build each layer,
one mask would be required for the primary deposition material (e.g., steel) and a second complementary
shaped mask would be required for the support material. Eachmaskis seated upon the current toplayer
and removed when the new layer is completed. The. issues for thermaL masking a.re:
• How to create a uniform deposit,ion thickness of material within the masks borders,
• Selection of a mask material for durability (I.e., t,o withstand that, heat and abrasion of the thermal
spray), be of relatively lowcost,.and
• How to make masks and to accura.t.ely place t.hem.
One method of producing a uniform dist.ribution is to useamultiplicit,y of appropriately spaced spray
sources with Gaussiandistl'ibutions. Ma.tel'ial deposition fr0111 convent,ional thermalspraysources, such has
arc or plasmatorches,typically app1'oil~imateGH.lls~iandistl'ibutions.It. can be shown empirica.lly that the
summation ofonedimensionalGaussiandistl'ibutions, each with a standardcleviation of 0' and which are
spaceclapart by 1.50',01' less, produces an aPPl'Oximat.ely uniforlndistributionbetweenthepeaksof the first
and last source. The summat,ionof two-dimensional symmet.l·ic Gaussians (i.e., the idealized distribution
from a spray source)procluces approximately uniformdist,rihut.ions, of decreasing magnitudes, in all planes
parallel to the plane defined by the peaks of t.he first and 1a.'3tsource.Thus,aunifol'mdistribution may
be achieved by .• spraying multiple passes withasilrgleisoul'ce,. assllownin. Figure l,suchthat;iall<passes
are spaced. by 1.50', and the bOUlldsof.the spray· source. extend<heY9ndthe maskopening'iA.lterrl~tivelya
uniform distribution. can be. achieved using a.se.t ofeqllallyspacedsources .andspraying.in a single pass.
perfect mass-flow control, .and gastul'bulellce...... Illadditioll,an.yinaccuracies of motion control of the. spray
torch relative tothesubstra.t.e(Le., speed,. orthogonality, st,and..ofl"andtrajectol'y) will createfurtherdevi..
ationsfrol11 auniformdist,ribution. One alternative is to reduce the clistance between spray passes to less
than 1.50' which, however, a.lso results in thicker layel·s. In the limit as the spray distance between passes
approaches zero, the deposit.ed distribut.ion apPl'Oaches a uniforlll dist.ribut.ion, independent of the spray
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Spray Trajectory

Source Spray Pattern
Figure 1: Spray trajectory.
distribution shape. Material deposition rates can be reduced by using high-speed translational servo stages
(e.g. 2 ft./sec) to move thethermal sources relative to the substrate and by minimizing powder feed mass
flow into a thermal source (e.g., powder feed rat.e int.o plasma torch).
Another alternative is to use a machining operation to mill or grind layers, at critical elevations of the
build process, to achieve the desired accuracy. The ramificat.ions of incorporatillgmachining operations,
however, present some difficult engineering cha.Ilenges. In pa,rticular, interlayer bonding of sprayed mat.erials
is both mechanical and metallurgical in nature. Both t.ypes of bondil1gcontribut.e to interlayer adhesion.
The ability to achieve mechanical bonding is diminished when a surface is machined to a smooth finish.
Therefore, additional grit blasting or surface roughening may be required after machining.
After the primary material is sprayed and it's mask removed, t.he next step is to mask-off the primary
material with a complementary mask and thenspray the support material. The support material is discussed
ina following section. Regarding t.he selectioJlof the masking mat.erial, preliminary experimentation has
demonstrated that pressuresensit.ive labeling papel·sat.isfiesthe aforementioned requirements for electric arc
spraying. For example, 420 stainless steel st.eel does not. adhere to the paper and a sharp, accurate border of
steel is produced at the boundary of the mask and deposited metal Due to the high velocity and turbulence
of the thermal jet stream, it is necessary thatt.he paper have an adhesive backing so that it adheres to the
currant top layer and so that sma)) mask features are not blown about. A laser-based cutting approach for
mask making is described in a following section.

3

Support Material

The primary function of the support layers in shape deposition processes is to provide surfaces upon which
any undercuts of the growing •part shape. can be built. In thermal spray processes,> the sprayed material
also requires a surface, or substrate, to which it can adhere. As the sprayed molten material (I.e., metal,
plastic, or ceramic) impinges upon the substrate, it solidifies and cools causing residual stress to accumulate,
layer by layer, in the deposited material. The stress field can cause shape distortion and may ultimately
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lead to delamination of the deposited material from the underlying substrate. Residual stress is particularly
problematic for matel'ialswith a high elti$tic modulus such as steel. Using a spray process which keeps the
substrate and the growing Part at an elevated temperature can overcome some of these problems, but .present
additionalprQcesscontrol challenges of their own.
Thus. in a thermal. spr;:).y shape deposition process, the support material should also serve as a substrate
which should be able to:
• Withstand the elevated temperature and abrasive action of sprayed molten material, and
• Act as a surface to which sprayed material will adhere (e.g., such that s.teel will not delaminate from
it due to residual stress) and later"release"the part when it is completed.
Low melting point tin/bismuth alloys satisfy these requirements for arc sprayed steel and have been used
successfully in our labs to make •pre-formed .• patterns for making sprayed steel dies[8] . The sprayed steel
bonds locally to the tin/bismuth by superficially melting and. abrading. a very thin layer of the low melt
alloy. This creates an "anchor pattern" to facilitate coating adhesion. The alloy may then be melted away
when the part is completed. For example, Cerrocast3 has a. melting point ofapproximately 280° F. The
sprayed steel adheres to the Cerrocast surface and is "clamped" to the pattern surface. The clamping action
is critical since sprayed metal, in particular steel, has a tendency to warp and peel away from the substrate
surface due to residual stress. This clamping action counters this tendency. The steel must be deposited at
a low rate such that the temperature of the Cerrocast does not raise above its melting point. In addition,
since Cerrocast has a much higher coefficient of thermal expansion than steel, it is desirable to keep it's
temperature low to avoid shape distortion and delamination from the steel.

4

Residual Stress

It is possible to deposit material with thermal spraying in a virtually stress-free state by maintaining the
substrate/part at an elevated ternperature (Le., above N .65 Tm ) during spraying. Unfortunately, Cerrocast
will melt at tbeseelevatedternperatures ifsteel is being deposited .• Annealing the finished part is unacceptable
since shape. distortionwouldbave already occurred. A. method istllerefore. required to relieve the residual
stress during the>buildingprocess.
Residual stress results, in part, from long range internal stress fields by accumulating. monopolar dislocation configuratic-msin certain areas of the m.aterial. Removingmonopolar dislocations through bipolar
dislocation.• structures can reduce .internal stress· build-ups. There •.• are.·severaloptionsJor. stress-relieving,••·including•.selective..• induction•. heating,•.• shot-peening,and.• vibratory. stress-relief. Induction heating.wouldh.ave
the problem ofmelting surrounding Cerrocast'..•However, it • maybe possible tore-depositand tore-leveLthe
melted portions.• Oll.the.otherhand, shot-peening and .vibratory.stress-relief. would. not •have the associated
heating.problem.s•.• • Both.pro.cesses.• impart. a cornpressive •.load .to.~he• • the· sprayed<rnaterial••. whichcounters. the
tensile load.produced by the residual stress.•• While the abi1itytouniformlyrelievestressisdiffl~llltt~achieve
with three-dimensional geometries, the planar geometry ·.of· this.·.layered.• approach significantly simplifies the
problem·

Material Densiftcation
A primarygoalfotdeveloping.this/thermalspray fabrication process is to achieve superior material.properties
which are not directly attainable with. other currently available. shape deposition approaches. A critical
3 Such

alloys are manufactured by Cerro Metals Products Co. and sold under the trademark Cerro.
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material feature for producing functional part.s is that the deposited materials, jn particular metals, should
be dense.
(i.e., in the range of 1% to 5%), which is still excellent. compared with powerednlaterial approaches which, at
best, can. achieve 74% packing density. In general, plasma spray coatingsa.re superior to arc spray coatings,
and close to 100% densification can be a.chieved with high"velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spray technology part.
The cha.llenge for using HVOF would be to identify support structure and masking materials which could
withstand the highly abrasive action ofHVOF, and also to maintain consistent deposition control of the
HVOF torch.. Tougher masking materials (e.g., plastics) and harder support materials (e.g., tin/bismuth
alloys with high oxide content) may be required.
Additionally, the flat-top geometry of the growing object's shape would permit· the use of material consolidation by hot-pressing at intermediate stages of the building process. A hot press could be incorporated
intothe system to compact the material to 100% densification, while maintaining the superior properties of
rapid solidification processing. The pressing would be done after every few layers are deposited to minimize
the diffusion distance between voids and the material surface.

6

System Configuration

An example configuration for implementing an 1\1D* system[91 is depicted in Figure 2. This particular
configuration could be used to build an int.egrated electronic/mechanical package as described in the next
section. The system consists of several cells and the workpiece is carried. from cell to cell by a set of precision,
high-speed x-y-z translational stages. The first cell is a ma.'5k making station where masking material, such
as pressure sensitive paper, is feed out on rolls and cut with a CO 2 1a.'5er[9]. The second cell consists of the
thermal spray sources. A suction device (not shown) would be included here to remove each mask. The last
two cells, integrated circuit feeder and milling head, are application specific and are described in the next
section. The entire system could be housed in a low-pressure vacuum chamber, to maximize sprayed particles
kinetic energy and thus bond strength, or in an inert gas chamber to control oxide formation. Such housings
will be quite expensive however. One compromise may be to use shrouds, placed on the spray torches and
positioned just above the flat suost.rate tops, for containing shielding gases and for preventing entrainment
with surrounding air. This approach would be less expensive at the cost of poorer material properties.

7

Examples

To demonstrate the MD* concept,. a prototype zinc turbine blade was fabricated, as is shown in Figure 3,
with a semi-automated system consisting of a CO 2 laser cutting station and an arc-spray robot. The masks
were manually transferred ona fixturing plate to the robot and placed on top of the growing part with the
aid of alignment pins. Layers were sprayed· to approximately .005 inch thickness and the turbine blade was
built along an axis with minimum height to minimize overallibuild time. In a fully automated system it is
anticipated· that .001 inch layers can be achieved.
The MD*process would also be capable of creating multi-material structures since masking enables
selective material deposition within a layer. For example, this process could create both small and large
structures simultaneously such as arrays of miniature strain-gages, thermocouples, and capacitive switches
built inside of structural elements. Sprayed features as small a.'5 .004 inches have been demonstrated in our
lab. With an MD* process, the fabrication and· assembly ofcomplete electronic/mechanical structures, such
as computer packages, can be integrated into a single process. Components such as heat pipes, EMI shields,
and conductors can be sprayed in place while other discrete components such as chips, external connectors,
and batteries can be embedded in the growing structure (Figure 4).
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Figure 2: l'\'ID* Syst.em ConfigUl'ation.

Figure 3: Protot.ype t.urbine blade fabricated wit.h MD*.
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Conductor
Encapulating
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Heatpipe

Leadless ·I.C. ---....."
Connector
EMI shieldi.ng
Figure 4: Int.egrat.ed elect.ronic/mechanical pa.ckage.
The steps for fabricating such a package al'C illustrated in Figure 5:

1. Deposit first n layerslJpona/sl.lit.able subst.rate (e.g. Cerrocast.). The//first 11 Jayersform sections of the
heat sink, housing, EMlshielding, and Cerrocast support. (For example, if layer deposition thickness is
.005" and the height of the deposit.ed structure is·.1", then n:=20 layers.) Separate masks are required
for each material for each layer. To a..'5sure good mechanical adhesion between adjacent materials within
a layer, the layer borders may be staggered as shown in the insert.
2. Build heat pipe, while continuing to deposit heat sink, housing, and El\lI shield.
3. Continue to deposit the primary materia.l as well as the sacrificial material, such as wax or Cerrocast ,
which is used to reserve space for the discrete components.

4. Mill out the sacrificial material to makespa.c.es for the ICs and external connectors.
5. Insert ICs and connector' into pa.clmge.
6. Deposit conductors a.nd continllebuilding heat sink, etc.
7. Build up the mlllt.i·layer interconnect conduct.or{s) and continue building heat sinks, etc..

8. Repeat previous steps to fabricate additional component layers.
9. Remove the substrate/Cerromet.al using localized heating or with machining.
Such integrated electronic/mechanicaJpackageswould have several advantages. They should exhibit high
reliability due to the •elimination of discrete. hoard interconnects, the intimateiand absolute mechanical
couplings (e.g. the enca.psul(i.tedconneet.ions tolCs should wit.hstand high·G forces), and the elimination
of a final assembly/process. Thereshol,11d beeffkientthermal Il18.nagement since thermal conduits with
arbitrarily complex.• shapescanbefabricatedJortheispeci~capplication and packag~yg~ometry. Very dense
packaging systems .coqldbeJabricatedsincediscretemech(i.nical interconnectsand/boa,.l·ds are eliminated.
Arbitrarily shaped packages can be fabricated to fit-nonstandard volumes andyto accommodate the stringent
space allocation problems associated with, for example, aerospace a.nd automotive structures. And there
should be excellent corrosion resistance due to total encapsulation.
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